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NONE Internet Usage Overall - and by agegroup

Source: http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/03/05/some-americans-dont-use-the-internet-who-are-they/

Of the 11% who isn’t 
using the internet by 
salary.
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How the Internet Works
PC or Smartphone connects to WiFi (your wireless router/firewall)

The router connects to your local POP (point of presence) copper or fiber

The ISP-POP connects to a ISP-CO (central office or another POP) fiber

POP connects to another POP until it hits an IXP (Internet exchange)

Internet exchanges are points where ISP connect to each other 
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Generic 
Internet

This represents a 
simplification of the 
internet with 
random vendor 
names added
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National Fiber Infrastructure
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Internet - Business Presence
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Full internet 
Visualization

The internet is not a thing.  It is a 
is series of interconnected 
systems arranged in a hub and 
spoke (fractal) model. The lower 
left represents an enlargement of 
one small portion of the Net.
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Data Measures
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Terms - mbps
Mbps - mega bits per second 

It is the number of bits (zeros or ones) sent per second. Mega means million so 
1 mbps is 1 million bits per second.  A paperback book (with no pictures) is 
about 1 megabyte or about 8 megabit.  So it would take 8 seconds to transfer a 
paperback of text at 1mbps (assuming perfect transfer and no interference).

A way to think about mbps is boxes transferred on a conveyor belt. The speed 
of the conveyor belt to you is “download” and the speed of the conveyor belt 
away from you is upload, and it's measured in boxes per second.  If any 
conveyor belt gets too many boxes everything waits until the box transfers, and 
the entire system is as fast as the slowest conveyor belt in the path.
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1Mbps to 5Mbps
● Download a 25gb file in 12+ hours 
● A digital paperback is about 2mb without pictures so a few seconds to a few 

minutes to download under 5mbps
● Streaming video requires periodic caching (so the video stops while more is 

downloaded)
● Basic Web Surfing and email for 1 person with periodic slowness on 

downloads
● May not be able to keep devices up to date (credit card readers, PC updates 

etc)

Examples of this include: CenturyLink rural speeds, cellular with fewer bars or 3g 
only.  End of run for DSL, and point to point links with obstructions.
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6Mbps to 10Mbps

● Download a 25gb file in 6+ hours 
● Bandwidth for Basic Web Surfing and email for 1 person
● Good enough for occasional streaming and online gaming with few connected 

devices
● Supports 2+ connected devices

Examples: Likely RURAL Cellular 4G LTE performance 1mb to 6mb range 
4G/LTE.  MecuryNet 1mb up to 6mb ($50 to $195/mo for data caps) $10 per 25gb. 
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11Mbps to 25Mbps
● Download a 25gb file in 2.5+ hours 
● 2 person video teleconferencing 480/720p or 1 HD feed
● Online gaming works
● Supports 4+ connected devices
● 25mbps Minimum for Netflix 4k video (per stream)
● Small Office, current industrial farm
● Minimum for Medical Imaging for remote clinic (not trauma)

Examples: Max Listed Speed from Bertram, CenturyLink, HugesNet (Satellite), 
AT&T Functional cap 20mbps Cellcom, Verizon and other Cellular 4G LTE 
25mbps Diamond Wireless from Door County Broadband $204.95
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26Mbps to 50mbps
● Download a 25gb file in 1.25+ hours 
● 720p Virtual Reality 
● 8k compressed video feed (2 way)
● 5 people at 720p on teleconferencing 
● 8+ active devices 
● Small office doing business online
● Ok video and large file uploads 

Examples: Max TDS 50Mbps in Kewaunee Engineering cap 50mbps Cellcom, 
Verizon and other Cellular 4G LTE - Real world performance is at the low end of 
this range.
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51Mbps to 300mbps
● Download a 25gb file in 12+ minutes
● View 8k video stream
● Minimum Medical Imaging for diagnostic clinic
● Good for about a dozen active heavy web surfing staff
● Good for video or large file upload

Examples: Max theoretical Spectrum Cable bandwidth in Kewaunee
New 5G cellular (micro-cell) 150-350mbps likely available in 2 years (3000ft range 
or 1000 meters for each micro-repeater) NOT RURAL
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5Gbps to 10Gbps
● 5000mbps (5gbps) to 10,000mpbs (10gbps)
● Download a 25gb file in 45 seconds
● Minimum for Genome/genetics work
● Supports 1 to 4 Virtual Reality Recorders 
● Supports up to ten 4k Virtual Reality users 
● Larger office
● Supports 200 video streams at 420/720p

Used by organizations or businesses that are very Internet dependent. 3d/Virtual 
reality, engineering and design.  Service tends to be very bursty (low use
Video production (movie studio).  Not available in Kewaunee that we know of.
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Internet measures
Download Speed - Higher is better. 25mbps is the FCC standard.  Not all of Brown County has this available. Affects 
how fast I can get data from Google, receive a video, a large file or email. If it is too low you can’t do video 
conferencing.  A paperback is 8mbit to 40mbit.

Upload Speed - Higher is better. 5mbps is the FCC standard. This affects how long it takes to upload a picture, email, 
or video.  If it is too low you can’t do video conferencing.

Latency - Lower is better. This is “lag” or delay between when a transmit occurs and it actually happens. Lower is 
better.  Impacts teleconferencing, online gaming and remote control services.  Packet loss makes things jerky and 
inconsistent.  Too high a latency and the audio or video link wont work (but email could still work).

Data Caps - Caps are bad. MANY cellular and satellite services have data caps.  When you hit the number of bits 
delivered your service either stops, or gets degraded, or you get billed more. 

Packet Loss - Any loss is bad. This measures how much is lost for each delivery.  Zero or low is good. If it is too high 
you can't do audio or video conferencing.  Lost data is retransmitted.
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FCC Broadband Map
The dark blue is 25mbps or better

Light blue is up to 25mbps

This map is inaccurate, based on actual 
sample performance.

https://broadbandmap.fcc.gov/#/location-summary?version=jun2017&p
lace_name=Kewaunee,%20Wisconsin,%20United%20States&lat=44.4
584&lon=-87.5032&tech=acfosw&speed=25_3&vlat=44.497170978322
&vlon=-87.97507782961287&vzoom=9.128065193494658 
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National Situation

Rural internet 
cooperatives 
across the USA.  
Clearly the 
private sector is 
not delivering 
100% of services.
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https://muninetworks.org/content/rural-cooperatives-page 

https://muninetworks.org/content/rural-cooperatives-page


How Much is Enough??
Internet usage per person is growing at an amazing rate.  The numbers are mind boggling. 
A TB (terabyte) is equivalent of about 1million paperbacks or 250 full length DVDs. 

● In 2000 average total data consumed was .174TB per second
● In 2014 average total data consumed was 102TB per sec
● By 2028 it is estimated average total data consumed will be 60,000TB per sec

In 2017 the entire internet created about 44 Million Terabytes a day.  It is estimated we will 
create 463 Million Terabytes a day by 2025 (and that is probably low if virtual reality tools 
become widespread).

The people who can handle the traffic will get the business. This is the new economy. 
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Information Consumption 2000 vs 2014 vs 2028
In 2000 the world highway had 174,000 cars a second on it.  In 2014 it 
was 102 million cars per sec.  By 2028 it will be 60 billion cars per sec.
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Existing Kewaunee Internet Providers as of Oct 2018

1. Spectrum: $44.95 300Mbps (GOOD)
About 10 to 25mb average; 
theoretically as high as 300mb 
sustained

2. AT&T U-Verse $50 25Mbps
3. CenturyLink $45 25mbps 

residential - 5mb to 25mb+ down
in rural areas - 1mb to 15mb+ down

4. MercuryNet *Requires near line of 
sight.  Max 6mb (no higher)

5. Bertram $149/mo for 25mb.  Requires 
Line of sight

6. Cellcom, AT&T, Cellcom, Verizon, CellularOne.  All 
are limited to 10gb to 22gb before throttling.
4G LTE gives 5mbps to theoretical max of 50mbps 
(more realistically 20mbps max)
AT&T is building FirstNet but 22gb “unlimited” 
remains.

7. Satellite caps at 10gb to 22gb and has high latency, 
with max of around 25mbps.

8. TDS in some areas.  $29.99 for 50mbps
9. Charter Cable up to 300mb where available 

10-25mbps average
10. Door County Broadband.  25mbps - not available in 

entire county.
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Max Down Max Up Latency Cap Loss

Spectrum Cable 300 75 Very Low None Very Low

TDS DSL 50 10 Low None Low

AT&T DSL 25 5 Very Low None Very Low

CenturyLink City DSL 25 5 Very Low None Low

Bertram P2P 25 5 Low None Ok

Satellite 25 5 High YES

Ok but varies with 

weather

Charter Cable 25 5 Low None Low

Door County Broadband 

P2P 25 5 Moderate None Ok

City LTE Cellular 15 3 Low YES Low

MercuryNet P2P 6 2 Moderate None Ok to poor

CenturyLink Rural DSL 5 1 Low None Ok

Rural LTE Cellular 4 1 Moderate YES Ok

CenturyLink Bad Rural DSL 1.5 0.3 Low None Ok
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Possible Solution



CountyWide 5-25 mbps Internet Cost Estimate 
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10gb Backhaul to one tower would be $3mil to $5mil trom UWGB to Lux area for 1st tower then relay to all others, with 
eventual fiber to each primary.  

PRIMARY TOWERS: Likely 3 to 4 towers covering 4 to 7 miles each.  Each tower approx $150k (est).  We might be able to 
get Packerland, Bertram, Door County Broadband, nSight or other to administer system.  

DISTRIBUTION POLES: The tower would talk to a 60FT telephone pole.  The pole would be about $3k to $4k for 60ft 
telephone pole installed plus ~$6k for radios plus electrical.  

RESIDENCE/BUSINESS: The receiver costs about $2000 each.  

SUPPORT: The main challenge is ongoing expenses.  2 FTEs would be $200k/yr + system maint another $200k+ per year 
in operations expenses.  

ADOPTION: There are about 8239 total residences in Kewaunee.  A bulk are covered by good internet in Algoma, 
Kewaunee and Luxemburg.  So assuming about 10% which is 823 households of those I would expect less than ½ would 
sign up.  So about 410 homes at $100/mo makes about $500k annually.  At $500k we would be about break even 
(assuming no surprises).  So it is POSSIBLE but still very expensive.

Overall Cost Estimate $6Mil and $500k annually.  **This estimate is not confirmed by engineering. It is a pre-quote 
estimate**  It is for discussion purposes only.



August’s Personal Recommendations
Plan big and execute small. Prioritize and narrow targets to specific small doable 
projects.  If they work, repeat them if not try another.

1. Leverage existing County LTE services focus on traveling staff, Sheriff, Health and so on.
2. Improve Internet services for events at: County facilities and County Fairgrounds
3. Partner with school districts to improve access for students – targeting underprivileged students 

enrolled in other grant/service programs
4. Partner with municipalities and educational entities that may want to participate
5. Target Rural healthcare (video and medical monitoring and remote interaction)
6. Establish clear business zones and establish business incubators in the business zones: 

Kewaunee, Algoma and Luxemburg.
7. Target business and economic development areas for 5G possibly with public/private partnership.
8. Consider public/private solutions where internet services are inadequate. 
9. Work toward 10 Gigabit Internet everywhere for all businesses, govt and residents of Kewaunee 

County at reasonable rates
29



Tech / Vendors
1. http://doorcountybroadband.com/ (Door County Wireless)
2. http://packerlandbroadband.com/ (Packerland Broadband - whitespace/fiber)
3. https://gobertram.com/ (Bertram)
4. https://www.bugtusselwireless.com/high-speed-internet-for-rural-wisconsin-re

sidents/ 
5. http://fisci.tech/?page_id=184 (similar to bugTussel LTE)
6. https://www.cellcom.com/ (local LTE)
7. Other National Cellular providers: AT&T, Verizon, Cellular One, T-Mobile, 

Sprint, US Cellular and others.
8. Other cable providers: CenturlyLink, Spectrum, TDS and others.
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Potential Federal Grant Funding
1. Dept of Agriculture http://www.rurdev.usda.gov/Home.html (USDA rural development)

a. https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/rural-broadband-access-loan-and-loan-guarantee 
b. https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/community-connect-grants 
c. https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/telecommunications-infrastructure-loans-loan-guarantees 
d. https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/distance-learning-telemedicine-grants 

2. Dept of Commerce Economic Development http://www.eda.gov/ 
3. Universal Service Fund 

http://www.usac.org/sl/about/getting-started/default.aspx 
a. The High-Cost program
b. The Lifeline (low income) program, including initiatives for Native Americans
c. The Schools and Libraries program, commonly referred to as E-rate
d. The Rural Health Care program

4. CAF II Rural Broadband https://www.fcc.gov/auctions/ruralbroadbandauctions (apply with or on behalf of a 
provider such as Bertram, Door County Wireless or similar).
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